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Alan Rohrbach

From: ROHR Alert <rohralert@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, June 26, 2017 9:07 AM
To: undisclosed-recipients:
Subject: ROHR NOTICE: Holiday and Calendar

Dear Alert Service Subscriber,
We are out on holiday for the first half of this week, returning to the office on Thursday
morning. It is a typically very active economic release last week of the month. In addition there
are other factors which intensify that into the typically heaviest release horizon into the end of
the month on Friday.

Those include the ECB’s Central Bank Forum in Sintra, Portugal from Monday morning
through Wednesday featuring participation by many if the world’s most prominent central
bankers. This is interspersed with the Bank of England Financial Stability Report and Press
Conference kind of early Tuesday morning.

While along with all of the economic data those may be influential, the more likely telling
impact will be from the next phase of the Trump reform agenda becoming more critical into
the end of the week. That is when the US Senate is scheduled to vote on their version of the
US healthcare reform bill. And as noted in the past several posts, the success or failure of the
Trump reforms and stimulus remain a key factor, especially for the US equities.

Therefore, the markets are likely to remain in the somewhat stagnant churn of the past couple
of weeks until things become more critical late this week; which also happens to be into what
are adjusted trading hours in the US a week from today. That is ahead of the complete closure
of the US markets for next week Tuesday’s US July Fourth Independence Day Holiday.

For Rohr-Blog subscribers who want to review any more on the US holiday impact on trading
hours and all of the other key fundamental factors, the Weekly Report & Event Calendar is
already available (for Sterling and higher level subscribers) via the www.rohr-blog.com
sidebar.

Any further details can be reviewed in last week’s ALERTS!!

Best regards,
The Rohr Alert!! Team
Contact: rohralert@gmail.com
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